We show how to use the Edgeworth series to construct an accurate approximation to the sampling distribution of the maximum likelihood estimator of a parameter of a Cauchy distribution. We then demonstrate the accuracy of this approximation, valid even for relatively small samples.
‡ Introduction
Random variables in statistics have many different distributions; one of them is called Cauchy, and has the following probability density function:
(1) f HxL = s p ÿ 1
where x can have any real value. The distribution has two parameters m and s, which represent its median (the "location" parameter) and semi-interquartile deviation (the "scale" parameter), respectively. This rather unusual distribution has no mean and infinite standard deviation.
The exact parameter values are usually not known, and need to be estimated by repeating the corresponding random experiment independently n times, and converting the information thus gathered into two respective estimates of m and s. The best way of doing this is by maximizing the corresponding likelihood function:
where the X i are the individual observations, or, equivalently, its logarithm
The maximization is usually achieved by setting the first derivative (with respect to each parameter) of the previous expression to zero, thus obtaining the so-called normal equations, namely 
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· Cumulants
The next step is to compute the expected value, variance, and the next two cumulants of 
and k 1 is the expected value of G (which also happens to be the first cumulant).
To find these, we need a procedure for computing the expected value of expressions involving products and powers of all possible sample averages (our bars) in our previous expansion of G1. This is trivial for a single bar (its expected value is always zero), and relatively easy for a product of two or three bars (including powers, as a special case), since one can show that
For example,
128 n , and so on.
Things get more complicated when the overall power is four or higher (we need to go up to six). In such a case, we first need to find all partitions of f 1 HUL, f 2 HUL, f 3 HUL, …, where the individual subsets must have at least two elements each. Thus, for example, having four terms, we either take all of them as a single subset or partition them into two pairs, such as 8 f 1 , f 2 <, 8 f 3 , f 4 <-there are three ways of doing this. Similarly, having six f i , we can either take all of them or split them into two triplets (10 ways), a pair and a quadruplet (15 ways), or three pairs (15 ways).
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Things get more complicated when the overall power is four or higher (we need to go up to six). In such a case, we first need to find all partitions of f 1 HUL, f 2 HUL, f 3 HUL, …, where the individual subsets must have at least two elements each. Thus, for example, having such as 8 f 1 , f 2 <, 8 f 3 , f 4 <-there are three ways of doing this. Similarly, having six f i , we can either take all of them or split them into two triplets (10 ways), a pair and a quadruplet (15 ways), or three pairs (15 ways).
The contribution of each of these partitions is then computed using the following scheme: we multiply the expected values of the product of the f i in each subset, multiply the answer by nHn -1L Hn -2L …Hn + 1 -kL, where k is the number of these subsets, and divide by n k . Thus, for example the 8 The second argument of EV specifies the accuracy to be achieved (up to 1 n when the argument is equal to 1, up to 1 n 2 when it is equal to 2, etc.). At this point, ¶ε becomes a redundant parameter and is eliminated by setting it to 1.
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We can thus get the expected value, variance, and the next two cumulants of G . 
· Edgeworth Expansion
One can show [2] that a good approximation to the probability density function of The resulting expression can be easily transformed into a probability density function of G , which can then be plotted for n = 5, for example.
Plot@pdf ê. n Ø 5 êê Simplify, 8s, 0, 4.5<D We are now in a position to check how well our approximate probability density function, correspondingly rescaled, matches this histogram (which, for large total frequency, represents-up to small statistical fluctuations-the exact distribution of G ). Even though this is an improvement over the usual normal approximation, it is still far from a reasonably good match (but one should remember that five is an extremely small sample size-things do improve, rather dramatically, as n increases).
Nevertheless, there is one particular technique one can employ to achieve a substantially better agreement, even with the current value of n = 5.
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· Transforming s
We can use the same approach and program to find an approximation for the distribution of THs L, where T is an arbitrary (preferably increasing) function of a non-negative argument. This can be achieved by defining Ts and computing its first four cumulants.
Ts = Series@T@H1 + G1L sD -T@sD, 8 ¶ε, 0, 3<D êê Normal -4 ¶ε s - 
The third cumulant can be thus made equal to zero for any s by solving the following differential equation.
DSolve@T £ @sD + s T ££ @sD == 0, T@sD, sD
The simplest nontrivial solution is clear.
T@s_D := Log@sD
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· Potential Extensions
In a similar manner, one can construct an approximate joint probability density function for both m and s . This requires the corresponding generalization of cumulants, Hermite polynomials, and the Edgeworth expansion. Readers with enough statistical expertise should have no difficulty pursuing that direction on their own since, surprisingly, the required modifications of the program presented in this article would not be that substantial. The most difficult part, namely the routine for computing the expected value of products and powers of sample averages, needs no change at all.
The same technique can also be used to find a good approximation to a probability density function of almost any parameter estimator of a specific distribution.
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